
Gamo Roadster IGT 10x Gen2
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-14532-Gamo-Roadster-IGT-10x-Gen2

SKU Designation French Law Caliber Shots Energy (J) Speed (m/s) Barrel (cm) Length (cm) MSRP

CA1709 IGT 10x Roadster D .177 (4.5 mm)  10  19.9  280  52  131  344.00 € incl. tax

Gamo air rifle 10 shots with flat magazine and open sights!
The Gamo Roadster incorporates the new 10-shot system with automatic reloading by tilting the barrel. The
new 10x magazine is lighter and more discreet: when flat, it leaves the open sights unobstructed!

In addition, the Roadster 10x is a concentrate of the latest Gamo technologies:

10x magazine: rapid fire without reloading
SWA™: butt plate with hardness adaptable to the shooter
RRR™: recoil-absorbing scope mount
CAT™: dimple trigger with adjustable starting strokes
Whisper Fusion™: Quieter dual chamber sound suppressor.
IGT™: Gas cylinder that replaces the spring for super regular shots.

Rifle delivered with 1 10x magazine.

 

The incredible Gamo Roadster IGT 10X GEN2 has arrived, with for the first time a moderator of its latest
generation Whisper Fusion, the inert gas power plant of Gamo, a new ergonomic synthetic stock for thumbs
and new technology 10x GEN 2 patent pending. This new multi-shot system includes our advanced
horizontal magazine, making it lighter, 25% more compact and more discreet with the inclusion of open
sights, allowing you to shoot without a range.

Your choice: with this new recharging system, the user can forget to use a telescopic sight, shooting with
open sights if desired. In addition, it allows the user to define standard frames, which makes it compatible
with other Gamo glasses.

Improved compactness and lightness: the 10X GEN2 Multishot system was developed considering that a rifle
must not only be powerful, but also handy, comfortable and ergonomic, so this new magazine has been
optimized to offer more in less space.

Aesthetics and design: The new generation of Gamo rifles has been designed according to the latest market
trends, always maintaining an excellent compromise between user-friendliness, ergonomics and design.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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